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Recent:
• 2018 Annual State Fund Survey
• Insurance Brochure and Checklist

Coming Soon!
• State Fund Infrastructure Survey Report
• Abandoned Tanks Compendium
• 2019 State Fund Survey
• More insurance resources
State Fund transitions or Changes

• States with experiences combining funds?

• States with experiences splitting funds for different purposes?

• States with experiences transitioning to/from State Fund program?
  • How do states handle this?
  • What is required to come back into the state fund?
  • What issues should be watched carefully?
Reimbursable Limits

How have States have been able to increase the maximum limit for cleanup monies allowed per release or site from State Funds?

***Discussion on average cost of cleanup
Restricted Closures

Does your State allow restricted closures, and if so, will your fund pay for a non-restricted closure when a restricted closure would be sufficient?
Vapor Intrusion

What effect is the focus on vapor intrusion investigation and remediation having on costs to close sites and the associated effect on state funds